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Abstract 
The article describes recent changes in the publishing process of technical or scientific articles coursed 

by the Internet. It describes Open Access, the initiative which has for many years been announced by 

governments and institutions all over the world. No doubt that for authors, their bodies and the public, 

Open Access is the most beneficial way to publish articles. In the past we relied on publishers or 

associations to distribute our ideas and knowledge. What about copyright? How do publishers fit in this 

new world? How are they trying to prevent open access or change their marketing strategy? Are NDT 

societies working  in a  publishing business or do they have to give service beneficially for their 

members (the NDT community)? However, Open Access has different faces and it costs money too. 

This article tries to give answers on how authors and NDT societies can join the Open Access idea, i.e., 

how to use repositories (document server) or build their own (self-archiving), or the benefits by 

cooperating with repositories, one or multiple.  NDT.net is an Open Access publisher since 1996. 
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1. History of Open Access in NDT 
 
NDT societies all over the world are confronted with the need of publishing 
proceedings of their conferences or workshops, either the national or international 
events like WCNDT, ECNDT etc.. The author remembers his talk with Bjarne Larsen 
(sadly died in 2003 [1]) when Bjarne was the president of the 7th ECNDT in 
Copenhagen May 1998.  In this time and years before, a publisher, e.g. Elsevier 
offered their services. With their services publishers received money from the 
conference host and received money by selling the proceedings under their exclusive 
copyright. Bjarne said “they are too expensive and they are still not able to make CDs, 
we will print the proceedings by ourselves”. Since NDT.net was just established for 
one year at that time it was too late to change the print process. Fortunately the 7th  
ECNDT held the copyright so Bjorne Larsen was the first one in the NDT community 
who made the wise decision “Rolf, feel free to publish the papers on your Web Site”. 
Extensive work started, making OCR of more than 500 abstracts, communicating all 
authors to get e-files [2]. The result is today in the database [3] or as here as a stand-
alone version available at [4]. 
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NDT from Print to CD-ROM to Open Access 

 
This first open access process motivated other societies to follow this new information 
policy . NDT.net’s collaboration with other events like PACNDT hosted by the 
Canadian Society for NDT (today CINDE) followed in the same year, but it was only 
possible to work with facts and just printed proceedings since during preparation of 
the conference no plan for e-publishing on CD or Internet have was made. For that 
reason for about 10 conferences it was possible to publish only a part of the 
proceedings content.  
The situation changed for the first time for the WCNDT 2000 Rome. There was time 
enough to prepare the first time a full e-publishing on CD and in Internet. NDT.net 
found in Giuseppe Nardoni, the president of the WCNDT 2000, a great and 
enthusiastic man open to try something new. From this time many conferences or 
societies followed this e-publishing concept either CD-Proceedings by  NDT.net or 
submitted their proceedings for integration in the database. Also journals like 
Ultragarsas or ZfP-Zeitung started to make use of  distribution via NDT.net. Until 
today the package CD-proceedings from NDT.net is a free of charge service for 
conference publishers [5]. 
 
2.  History of Non-Open Access in NDT  
 
Unfortunately not all NDT societies or authors are 
following OA publishing for whatever reasons. 
Reasons are likely: authors have assigned exclusive 
copyright to other publishers, may see more benefits 
in publishing in peer review journals or may transfer 
copyright to be able to attend conferences for 
networking. Societies do not have the IT facilities, 
want to be the sole information provider, binding their 
members.  

 

 



  
Perhaps some NDT societies have rejected cooperation with NDT.net because they 
consider it a form of competition.  The role of NDT.net in the big picture of Open 
Access is described towards the end of this article. 
 
Members and authors of these societies should raise this issue by asking why their 
societies have restrictive copyright policies.  Members voices are strong influences. 
At least with their conference proceedings they should move towards OA on their 
own server and/or parallel on a third party server like NDT.net. 
 
3. Open Access 
 
We described the progress of  how NDT publications came to public access in the 
Internet, what here happened is now described by the term Open Access (OA).  
 
One famous example of Open Access is arXiv. This is an archive for electronic 
preprints of scientific papers in the fields of mathematics, physics, computer science, 
quantitative biology and statistics which can be accessed via the world wide web. In 
many fields of mathematics and physics, almost all scientific papers are placed on the 
arXiv. In 2008 arXiv.org passed the half-million article milestone, with roughly five 
thousand new e-prints added every month [6] 
 
There has been a great increase in OA consciousness in the past years, with many 
Declarations and Statements in support of OA worldwide. The Budapest (February 
2002)[7], Bethesda (June 2003)[8], and Berlin (October 2003)[9] are the most central 
and influential for the OA movement. A Timeline of the open access movement is 
available on the Internet [http://oad.simmons.edu/oadwiki/Timeline]. This is written 
in the very comprehensive overview by Peter Suber [10] . 
 
The definition of "open access" from the BOAI:  

By 'open access' to this literature, we mean its free availability on the public 
internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute, print, 
search, or link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass 
them as data to software, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without 
financial, legal, or technical barriers other than those inseparable from 
gaining access to the internet itself. The only constraint on reproduction and 
distribution, and the only role for copyright in this domain, should be to give 
authors control over the integrity of their work and the right to be properly 
acknowledged and cited." 

 
The Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and 
Humanities signed by major European research institutions and funding agencies is a 



clear commitment to encourage researchers to publish their work according to the 
principles of the open access paradigm.  
 
According to the Berlin Declaration open access contributions must satisfy two 
conditions: 

1. The author(s) and right holder(s) of such contributions grant(s) to all 
users a free, irrevocable, worldwide, right of access to, and a license to copy, 
use, distribute, transmit and display the work publicly and to make and 
distribute derivative works, in any digital medium for any responsible purpose, 
subject to proper attribution of authorship (community standards, will 
continue to provide the mechanism for enforcement of proper attribution and 
responsible use of the published work, as they do now), as well as the right to 
make small numbers of printed copies for their personal use. 
2. A complete version of the work and all supplemental materials, 
including a copy of the permission as stated above, in an appropriate standard 
electronic format is deposited (and thus published) in at least one online 
repository using suitable technical standards (such as the Open Archive 
definitions) that is supported and maintained by an academic institution, 
scholarly society, government agency, or other well-established organization 
that seeks to enable open access, unrestricted distribution, inter operability, 
and long-term archiving. http://oa.mpg.de/openaccess-
berlin/berlindeclaration.html 

 
4. Now Open Access grows rapidly 
 
In the USA the Obama Administration announced at January 1, 2010 a Policy Forum 
on Public Access to Federally Funded Research: The White House Office of Science 
and Technology Policy (OSTP) is launching Phase Three of our Public Access Policy 
Forum, asking scientists, primary and secondary publishers, librarians, universities, 
researchers, students, and the public to help us understand when and how research 
articles should be made freely available on the internet [11]. OSTB Blog gives you 
access to  very interesting comments. But criticism exists about this already for years, 
established US National Institute of Health Public Access Policy which ensure only 
open access to the public after 12 months [12] 
 
A petition in support of cost-free access to scientific and scholarly publications 
resulting from public funding has been submitted to the German Bundestag's Petitions 
Committee (Petition: Wissenschaft und Forschung - Kostenloser Erwerb 
wissenschaftlicher Publikationen vom 20.10.2009 [13] 
https://epetitionen.bundestag.de/index.php?action=petition;sa=details;petition=7922. 
The information platform open-access.net [14] supports this Open Access petition and 
calls on others to sign it too. 



 
 
If an article is "Open Access" it means that it can be freely accessed by anyone in the 
world using an internet connection. This means that the potential readership of Open 
Access articles is far, far greater than that for articles where the full-text is restricted 
to subscribers. Evidence shows that making research material Open Access increases 
the number of readers and significantly increases citations to the article - in some 
fields increasing citations by 300% [14]. 
 
5. Open Access Roads 
 
To realize open access to scientific results usually there are two roads: 
 

Road 1 - Publication in Open Access Publication (Golden Road) 
Road 2 - Institutional Self-Archiving on a Server (Green Road) 

 
This does not mean to go exclusively by only one of these roads, both in parallel will 
bring the maximum return. 
 
For both roads, a license agreement is necessary.  But that does not means a copyright 
transfer! The exclusive copyright is retained by the author or right holder. The 
gold/green distinction is simply about who does the work, not user rights or degrees of 
openness [15].  
 
Green: the author does the work of OA on his server or on the University  
server, or the institute server, this may be refereed or not.  
 
Gold: a publisher takes care of the OA distribution on the web, usually for money. 
Gold has nothing to do with refereeing. Many do, some do not.   
 
NDT.net OA is actually the golden road.  Articles received directly from the authors 
to NDT.net will be published in e-Journal of NDT (eJNDT) after a quality control by 
the editor. The content of eJNDT is part of the NDT.net OA Database. If articles are 
received in bulk from a publisher they will be directly entered into the OA Database 
without further quality screening, since quality is not responsibility of the publisher. 
Authors or Publishers do not have to pay a fee for getting their articles OA in 
NDT.net 
 
OA Journals get funds by instructional cooperation to bear the costs of OA publishing 
for all their authors in bulk. Also authors can also get money from a university or 
institutional or governmental fund (e.g. DFG) . It is likely that we will continue to 
finance publishers from tax money [16].  



 
Gold OA is also possible in non-for-profit organizations. Public Library of science 
(PLoS) [17] is a good example for that. That does not means they publish your article 
free of charge, indeed the costs are in a range of 2000$ for each article. 
 
It is important to notice that according to the Berlin Declaration there should be at 
least one online repository (documet server) hosting the artciles. Why would it make 
sense to have more than one? Let us build an example in the world of NDT. Hosts of 
NDT and related conferences are NDT societies or other institutions. If one will 
distributes the proceedings on the institutional repository will it gain best public 
viewing? It should be obvious that the content would find more readers if it is 
distributed by more than one. One may think that only one repository holds the 
content and connect via protocols to other OA Service providers (OAS).  The OAS 
offers  a search interface which is based on the meta data. The search results link to 
the OA content provider. This concept has several disadvantages. The OAS is not able 
to provide known or future known search facilities which can be only done with the 
physical access to the content (usually PDF) and display, e.g. an image search within 
the PDF. For this and other reasons the OA initiatives recommend  to use a license 
which allows commercial usage even if it is from another publisher. 
 
6. Copyright / License 
 
Max Planck Society [15] gives advice for authors: Take care when signing future 
contracts with publishers! For future submissions to commercial or not-for-profit 
publishers, please be aware that signing an exclusive license or a full Copyright 
Transfer Agreement might narrow any further personal or scientific use.  
 
Copyright Transfer Agreement vs. License 

If the author as the copyright owner transfers all or some of his rights (with or 
without particular conditions), it is generally termed an "assignment". 
A "license" means that the copyright remains with the author (the licensor), 
who grants the (or some of the) rights of use to the licensee.  
An exclusive license exists when the rights of use can be exercised only by one 
particular licensee. 
If the licensor can allow other licensees to exercise the same rights of use, the 
license is non-exclusive.  
Whether the licensor himself keeps the (or some of the) rights of use depends 
on the particular agreement; if this is the case, the license sometimes is called 
"sole license". 
(Definition provided by Reto Hilty, MPI for Intellectual Property, Competition 
and Tax Law, Munich)  
 



Authors should point out on submission that they will assign/have assigned a non-
exclusive license to a OA server. Before signing, have a look at the points stressed by 
the RoMEO project to be considered when signing a license. More in the RoMEO 
document in NDT.net Jan 2010 issue. Know your rights! [18] 
 
Just how extensive the rights retained by the author are, depends on the journal or 
publisher in question. However, many publishers now explicitly permit their authors 
to self-archive their work in a document server. The SHERPA/RoMEO [19] Listings 
provide an overview of publishers' self-archiving policies.   
 
There are a number of ways in which the author can contractually assert the right to 
self-archive online in parallel with publication. Some authors who publish their 
articles in subscription-based journals, but who still wish to retain the right to parallel 
open-access self-archiving, have adopted the practice of crossing out certain words in 
the contract before signing it. Alternatively, the author can supplement the agreement 
with an addendum or add a supplementary clause providing for the retention of the 
right to provide open access to the work. Many universities expressly expect scholars 
to ensure that they retain the right to self-archive. For example, the University of 
Zurich calls on its researchers "to retain in their Copyright Transfer Agreements rights 
which are essential for depositing documents in the Zurich Open Repository and 
Archive (ZORA)". For more information see  [20]. 
 
Often publishers limit self-publishing in the agreement to personal website or 
institutional server or non-profit organizations but try to expand this to third-party use. 
 
Examples of supplementary clauses 

The Author is entitled to make a PDF version of the work publicly accessible 
online via his/her personal website, an institutional server or a suitable 
subject-based repository 

or  
"I hereby declare that I do not wish to assign the exclusive copyright to (name 
of publisher) but reserve the right to publish the article in full on an open 
access platform". 

 
7. Restrictive Publishers or not? 
 
It depends on the individual motivation or kind of business of the partners what kind 
of license may be suitable on a win-win basis. It depends also on the kind of 
publication like a book, journal or proceedings. 
 
All authors desire should be to retain the exclusive copyright without any limitations. 
In particular for self-archiving and for third party distribution even via other 



publishers. It will depend on the individual publisher which of the goals can be 
achieved.  
 
One group are Publishers which their core business is to make money from 
publishing. The biggest ones are Springer, Elsevier etc..Although these publishers 
offering OA model which is funded on the money from the authors, authors still have 
restrictions. In their license agreements they give authors just some rights or even 
claim exclusive rights.  They typically do not allow distributions to other publishers or 
allow authors further distribution only for non-commercial use. However, there are 
many little publishers like e-Journal of NDT operated by NDT.net which offer Open 
Access without money from the authors, and the author keeps all rights.  
 
We find publishers which can be an Institute or Association or even a Society in 
which publishing is a big part of their business, e.g. Institute of Physics, ACE 
American Concrete Society. Yellow publishers will sometimes have motivation to 
allow publishing by third party publishers to gain publicity by cross publishing in 
other publications.  In the print media this is known as reprint by acknowledgement of 
who first published the material. 
 
Other publishers are  Societies or Associations that are publishing for purposes other 
than making money from selling the publication, here we usually find the NDT 
Societies. They may publish a member magazine for other purposes rather than 
publishing scientific or technical articles on mass. Because education and certification 
is their core business they also publish training guides, scholarly books. Workshop or 
Conferences are organized from time to time so that publishing proceedings is a part 
of their service, however proceedings are more or less a must and not for revenue, 
even before Internet. A conference budget covers the costs of proceedings production. 
For this reason many Societies recognized that Open Access is increasing benefits to 
their members (majority of which do not attend) or participants of the conference 
(mainly authors). In this area authors have the best chance to maximize their rights. 
Keep in mind that actually you (the author) pay with your attendance fee already the 
bill for the Golden Road of OA, that means you pay for the publication process. 
 
A new group of publishers are pure Open Access publishers, two one of the biggest 
are e.g., PloS, BioMed. These group of publishers leave authors their maximun rights. 
Unfortunatley authors or their instutions have to pay for it. There are many little OA 
publishers like NDT.net which offer Open Access without money from the authors 
and the author still keeps all rights. These OA buisness models cover their costs from 
sponsors or advertisers. 
 
8. Open Access License Agreements for NDT 
 



If there's no claimant, there's no judge! 
 
It is clear that we cannot make OA without permission of the publisher if a copyright 
transfer was assigned. But even without a copyright transfer or insufficient license 
agreement it can make OA impossible. Two case examples: 
 
The JRC Petten (a European Commision Institut) is main organizer of the conference 
series “Int’ NDT conference in relation to …” [21]. NDT.net has for several years 
received permission to include papers of the conferences in the database, but the 
permission needs to be requested by each individual author. This is an almost 
impossible process. It would be easy to add an information in the author license form 
to request acceptance for publishing by third party. 
 
Another example would be when a Conference is held by an university host in the 
area of physics but the subject is strongly NDT related. The host uses the commercial 
service of  Institute of Phyiscs (IoP) Journal Conference Series Open Access (Golden 
Road) [22]. The license the authors are forced (by their host) claims exclusive 
copyright to IOP with just some rights for the authors, but do not allow further 
commercial use or submission to other publishers. Author’s papers could be well 
placed in many other commercial repositories or publishers in the field of NDT 
(technology transfer). To rewrite the paper will cause an explosion of papers. In such 
case the DFG (German Research Foundation) gives grants to the host for publishing 
via IoP. The Public might well question why grants are spend for publishing via Open 
Access publishers without monitoring how OA is performed []. 
 
The Journalist Richard Poynder [23] recommended the usage of the following Open 
Access license agreement. Such license is used for example by the commercial OA 
publisher BioMed Central [24] and the not-for-profit organization PloS [22].  Brief 
summary of the agreement: 
 
Anyone is free: 

• to copy, distribute, and display the work;  
• to make derivative works;  
• to make commercial use of the work;  

Under the following conditions: Attribution 

• the original author must be given credit;  
• for any reuse or distribution, it must be made clear to others what the 

license terms of this work are;  

• any of these conditions can be waived if the authors gives permission. 

Identical to the 'Creative Commons Attribution License' 2.0 [25] seen in the 
pictogram. 



The particular CCAL license shall be stated on each document so that it is not 
required to contact the author or the publisher for information what kind usage is 
allowed. Authors should not be afraid to allow commercial usage like in BioMed, you 
will get twice as much citing and enormously more read. 

 
 
9. The role of NDT.net  in Open Access 
 
In 1998 NDT.net already proposed in its mission statement [26] the following a graph. 
 

 

Collaboration is for all beneficially 
 
The benefits of a literature deposit for the NDT community: 
 

1. Small societies gain from the free of charge online services  
2. Many valuable search functions are only possible in a common database 
3. Better search results via search NDT in one box 
4. Conference hosts gain from a free of charge CD-proceedings service 
5. All literature in the box gets the same visibility to the public, just search 

dependant. 
6. In addition to self archiving, parallel publishing in NDT.net broadens the 

audience outside the NDT community, thus creates a safer world. 
 
10. Conclusion 
 
Authors and Societies should be wise to watch carefully future agreements even if the 
publisher calls it Open Access, this does not always guaranty your right. Do not give 
up your rights. Do OA self-publishing on your institutional server and via an   OA 
publisher like NDT.net. Allow publishers to open their usage license to third parties, 
this will prevent the need for complicated communication with all conference authors 
individually. Make sure that the usage license is visible on the PDF document. The 
'Creative Commons Attribution License' 2.0 [25] is a good license for Open Access 
publishing. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/


 
Many societies have the promotion of the NDT profession and technology as part of 
their mission statement. This mission might be better accomplished if NDT societies 
could recognize NDT.net as one of the Open Access methods to accomplish this 
mission.  

"if you're not online you don't exist" [27] 
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